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Large interband second-order susceptibilities in In xGa12xN/GaN
quantum wells
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~Received 19 July 1999; accepted for publication 18 October 1999!

We present measurements of second-harmonic generation in interband transitions of
InxGa12xN/GaN multiple quantum well samples. The second-order susceptibilityx (2) is studied as
a function of pump wavelength and quantum well width. For the narrowest wells, we obtainx (2)

51.360.4310210m/V, which is an order of magnitude larger than the intrinsic value for bulk
GaN. The corresponding power conversion efficiency was 6.331027. An enhancement of the
nonlinearity due to strong internal piezoelectric fields could not be observed. ©1999 American
Institute of Physics.@S0003-6951~99!04049-8#
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Optical devices based on gallium nitrides have recei
continuously growing interest over the last few years. T
driving force behind these research efforts is the realiza
of highly efficient light sources in the green, blue, and ult
violet region of the optical spectrum which has led to t
development of light-emitting diodes, in-plane, and surfa
emitting lasers.1 Surprisingly, the nonlinear optical prope
ties of nitrides have received very little attention so far. M
ragliotta et al. have experimentally determined the bu
value of the second-order susceptibilityx (2) in bulk GaN
~Ref. 2! and have found increased nonlinearities when a la
dc electric field is applied to the surface of a GaN film3

However, no measurements of the second-order nonline
of interband transitions in nitride-based quantum w
samples have been carried out. This is all the more surpri
since linear optical measurements demonstrated the e
tence of large internal piezoelectric fields in such quant
wells,4,5 which are expected to have a significant effect
the nonlinear properties as well.6

In this letter, we present measurements of the seco
order susceptibility for interband transitions in
InxGa12xN/GaN multiple quantum well~MQW! samples by
means of second-harmonic generation~SHG!. The SHG in-
tensity was investigated as a function of pump wavelen
and quantum well width both to determine absolute val
for the nonlinearity and to identify the role of the large i
ternal piezoelectric fields. In addition, we discuss a couple
potential applications for these interband nonlinearities.

It is well known that second-order nonlinear effects c
only be observed in noncentrosymmetric structures. In tw
dimensional semiconductor samples, this requires asym
ric quantum wells~AQW!. These are commonly realized b
applying an external electric field7 or by using composition-
ally asymmetric coupled quantum wells.8 In nitride-based
quantum wells, however, the intrinsically present piezoel
tric field breaks the inversion symmetry automatically.
second effect of the piezoelectric field is the addition o
third-order nonlinear process to the generated seco
harmonic ~SH! polarization. This effect is called electric

a!Electronic mail: holger@mit.edu
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field-induced SH generation~EFISH!.9 Hence, in the pres-
ence of a dc piezoelectric field, the nonlinear signal conta
two contributions:

P~2v!5e0@x~2!~22v,v,v!E~v!E~v!

1x~3!~22v,v,v,0!E~v!E~v!Ez~0!#, ~1!

whereP(2v) is the generated nonlinear polarization,E(v)
is the electric field of the fundamental wave, andEz is the dc
piezoelectric field in the growth direction of the samp
which we denote as thez direction.

For our experiment, we used a series of MQW samp
with 14 periods of undoped In0.13Ga0.87N quantum wells
separated by moderately doped~Si, 231018cm23! GaN bar-
riers ~43 Å thickness!. The quantum well thicknessL varied
between 12 and 50 Å and other details of the sample st
ture and growth conditions are described elsewhere.10 Due to
the small total thickness of the quantum well layers, ph
matching is not an issue. The samples were optically pum
with pulses ~pulse width '100 fs! from a mode-locked
Ti:sapphire laser at wavelengths between 760 and 890
The pump light was focused to a spot size of'10 mm diam
on the sample and the typical average excitation powers w
around 100 mW. The generated second harmonic was re
limated and the residual pump light was filtered out. F
spectrally resolved detection, the second harmonic was
lected with a SPEX double-grating monochromator and
corded with a standard photon counting system. Integra
power measurements were taken by focusing the SH l
onto a calibrated Si detector and using lock-in detection.
measurements were carried out at room temperature.
pump light was linearly polarized along the@11̄00# direction
of the sample under an angle of 20° with respect to
surface normal. As a consequence, the pump electric fi
containsx, y, andz components. The point group of the I
nitrides is 6 mm and the second-order tensorx (2) has seven
components. The relevant EFISH third-order tensorx (3) has
seven nonzero components as well for a dc field in thz
direction. We cannot distinguish thex (2) andx (3) contribu-
tions by variation of the incident polarization. Instead,
external variation in the piezofield is necessary, which w
1 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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not possible in our samples. Since the generated nonli
polarization also contains components in all three crystal
rections, we measure an effective second-order nonlinea
xeff

(2)5:x(2) ~Ref. 11! in our experiment.
In Fig. 1, we show the~normalized! nonlinear spectra

response of the sample (L536 Å) for three different pump
wavelengths along with the photoluminescence~PL! spec-
trum obtained from excitation far above the band g
~dashed line!. For a pump wavelength whose second h
monic lies well above the first quantum well~QW! transition
~curve 1!, we observe two distinct features in the spectru
On one hand, we find a very narrow peak at exactly half
the pump wavelength, and on the other hand, there is a b
peak which coincides with the linear PL spectrum. Th
broad structure originates from two-photon fluorescence
real carriers which were generated by two-photon absorpt
In contrast, the narrow SHG peak is due to virtual carri
from the parametric conversion process. As we increase
pump wavelength towards SHG at the PL resonance,
relative contribution of the SHG signal increases and
resonant excitation~curve 2! we only see the narrow SHG
peak. Likewise, for detunings below the quantum well tra
sition ~curve 3!, we still find a measurable SHG signal but n
fluorescence due to the absence of two-photon absorptio

In order to get a quantitative measure of the nonlinear
we recorded the generated SHG power as a function of S
wavelength, which is shown in Fig. 2~circles! along with the
two-photon luminescence spectrum from the same sam
spot~dotted line!. The SHG power spectrum shows a simil
resonance as the luminescence in agreement with theore
expectations. This behavior was observed for all samp
The average SHG power on resonance isP̄2v560 nW for an
average pump power ofP̄v5100 mW, which corresponds t
a power conversion efficiency of 631027. The generated
peakSHG powerP̂2v is related to thepeakpump powerP̂v

by11

P̂2v5
512p4ux~2!u2L2P̂v

2

nv
2 n2vd2cl2 , ~2!

whereL is the total nonlinear interaction length,nv , n2v are

FIG. 1. Cw photoluminescence after excitation in the barriers~dashed line!
and nonlinear luminescence spectra~curves 1–3! of the In0.13Ga0.87N/GaN
MQW sample withL536 Å. Curves 1–3 were measured for excitation
760, 840, and 890 nm, respectively, and show narrow resonances d
second-harmonic generation. For SHG wavelengths above the QW tr
tion ~curve 1!, additional broad luminescence due to two-photon absorp
is observed.
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the refractive indices at the pump and SHG frequency,
spectively,d is the excitation spot diameter,c is the vacuum
speed of light, andl is the pump wavelength. We verifie
the predicted quadratic dependence of SHG on input po
by varying the average pump power between 5 and 200 m
and found excellent agreement. This ensures that the S
has not reached saturation for a pump power of 100 mW

Using Eq.~2! and the experimentally determined valu
for peak input and SHG powers, we calculated the value
the second-order susceptibilities in our samples. We a
calibrated our setup by measuring the nonlinearity of a co
mercial KD*P crystal and found good agreement betwe
the measured and theoreticalx (2) value. In Fig. 3, we depict
the maximum values of the second-order susceptibility a
function of quantum well width. We find a strong increa
for x (2) with decreasing well width. In particular, for theL
512 Å well, the susceptibility is found to be 1.360.4
310210m/V. This value is large considering that the S
generation is only singly resonant, which typically leads
small nonlinearities.12 Our value is an order of magnitud
larger than the bulk nonlinearity in GaN~Ref. 2! and also
larger than the values found in GaAs/AlGaAs-bas
samples.13

The nonlinearity was also expected to show a stro
dependence on well width due to the large internal piezoe

to
si-
n

FIG. 2. Spectral dependence of second-harmonic peak power~circles! and
two-photon luminescence~dashed line! for L536 Å. The nonlinear re-
sponse shows a resonance corresponding to the luminescence peak.

FIG. 3. Maximum second-order susceptibility vs quantum well widthL.
Larger values are obtained for thinner quantum wells. The dashed line
fit with an L21 dependence.
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tric fields in these samples, which have been estimated t
as high as 1 MV/cm.4 It has been shown that these fiel
imply a strong quantum-confined Stark effect, which leads
spatial separation of electron and hole wave functions as
well width increases.5 Consequently, the oscillator streng
and the dipole matrix elements for these transitions are
duced, which should also reduce the optical nonlinear
Therefore, the nonlinearity should be much smaller for wid
quantum wells. The experimentally observed dependenc
well width, however, reflects the intrinsic 1/L dependence o
x (2) ~Ref. 14! and is well described by a fit using this fun
tional relation~dashed line in Fig. 3!. Therefore, we canno
find any indication for an influence of the piezoelectric fie
from our data, in contrast to theoretical expectations. T
reason for this is not clear at this point. On one hand, sam
quality generally varies significantly even across the sa
wafer. The error bar in Fig. 3, for instance, is a result of
variation ofx (2) across the sample withL512 Å. It is, there-
fore, not certain how much the quality varies between diff
ent samples and how much uncertainty is contained in
well width series. On the other hand, Fioreet al. calculated
second-order susceptibilities for interband transitions
GaAs/AlGaAs structures and found an almost vanishing
pendence of the peakx (2) on well width.15 If there is indeed
a weak intrinsic dependence of the susceptibility on w
width, then the observed strong increase would be com
ible with the presence of large piezoelectric fields. This is
can be clarified by more detailed experiments in which
piezofield strength can be modified externally.

In summary, we have presented measurements of in
band second-harmonic generation in nitride-based quan
wells. Large second-order susceptibilities of up tox (2)51.3
310210m/V were found. A strong dependence on the w
width was observed, which is most likely due to the intrins
width dependence ofx (2), and does not appear to be dete
mined by internal piezoelectric fields. Nevertheless, th
nonlinearities could have potential applications especially
parametric frequency conversion. For instance, one can
difference frequency conversion to generate visible red lig
This could be accomplished in a bottom-emitting vertic
cavity surface-emitting laser structure whose blue emiss
Downloaded 26 Feb 2003 to 128.111.29.118. Redistribution subject to A
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pumps an underlying nonlinear amplification region which
designed as a resonator for the desired wavelength. Sec
due to the large attainable conduction-band offsets in
nitrides, it is also conceivable to generate intersubband em
sion and parametric amplification at 1.3 or 1.55mm. This can
be realized in a doubly resonant scheme where the pu
field is applied between the heavy-hole and seco
electronic level and the signal field is tuned to the resona
between the heavy-hole and first-conduction subba
thereby generating an idler field between the two electro
subbands.
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